TURNING A ZOOM TALK INTO A LIVE TALK
F. BERGERON

1. Introduction
In these times of generalized restriction on international travel, which
will probably be in place for several months, most mathematical meetings
are currently being organized in virtual presence mode. We all have had to
adapt, and discover how to give lively and interesting talks notwithstanding.
Many tools are available for this, among which Zoom seems to be somewhat
prevalent. It appears that it has escaped notice that one of its features
makes it possible to reproduce a talk-style typical of the meeting that we
usually attend in “live mode”. In short, this is simply to use its “Virtual
Background” feature as a projecting device for slides. One can even go from
one slide to the next using either the arrows on a keyboard, or a clicker. In
this way, in a Zoom meeting, the speaker can stand in front of his/her slides
and point at them in real time, just as usual.

2. About Zoom meetings
By this time many of you have probably become Zoom meetings wizards.
For the others like me who are still learning, here are a few reminders. The
organizers of the meeting decide on many options for the meeting, and you
have to make sure that you understand these and that it works with what
you intend to do. Since one of these options is to enable or not the Virtual
Backgrounds feature, you have to make sure to enable it. Also, Zoom has an
algorithm that decides which image is currently displayed on participants
screen. Mostly, this is based on sound, which may be individually muted
or not. An unmuted participant who simply coughs may thus become the
displayed image on all screens of others attending the meeting. When several participants are displayed, it is possible to “pin” one of these as the
displayed image, in effect disabling this feature on ones own screen. As we
will see further, you should do this with your own image. Hence, you get
the impression that you are looking at yourself in a mirror.
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3. How to set it up
To get started, one prepares the slides as individual images (or even short
movies), taking care to leave room for the presenter to stand in front of them
(say 1/3 of the page either to the left or the right, depending on where you
plan to stand). Acceptable formats seem to be “.jpg”, “.png”, and “.mov”.
Then, in the Zoom preference window, by selecting the Virtual Background
options, one sequentially adds the slides in the planed order of presentation.
This background selection window will need to stay open throughout the
talk. Essentially, that is it, you are now ready to give your talk. However,
some practice will make things work better. Having two screens may be
useful (say by logging on to the meeting with two devices), so that one sees
the reaction of the public. My own configuration is a desktop, with an extra
webcam, and Airpods with their internal microphone. A small webcam
often gives a better image than the internal camera. Mine sits on top of my
computer screen which I am looking at while talking. In any instance, you
should certainly check beforehand that your setup works fine, say with a
friend. Don’t forget to have sufficient lighting on you, and not behind you.
Good sound is also very important, so test it beforehand.
A few points to be aware of. You should check that the audience will
not see your slides mirror style. There is a “mirror my video” option in
the Virtual Background settings that you may or may not like to use. This
makes it so that what you see is not necessarily what the participants will see,
depending on the option you select. You should also test this with others to
make sure. To see where you are pointing, and give the impression that you
are looking at the attendees, you should have a window of yourself lying just
below the camera. Ideally, you should use a “green screen”. For movies and
pictures, specialists use a bright green color screen as a backdrop when they
want to replace the actual background by something else for special effects.
Apparently this color is furthest away from human skin tones. The Virtual
Background feature of Zoom works best with a green screen or a uniform
color wall behind you. There are backdrop screens that are not expensive.
In the settings, you should then select the option saying that you do “have
a green screen”, irrespective of the actual colour of your background. There
is a sampling tool that then (and only then) becomes available below your
image. It looks like a small oval with green in the middle. When you select
it, you get a crosshair cursor which enables you to click on a portion of
your monitor screen that corresponds to the actual background color being
replaced by your Virtual Backgrounds. Trial an error will guide you here.
One current caveat is that Zoom may lose the order of selection of slides
when shut down, especially if one mixes movies and images. Thus, you may
have to set things up again, a little while before your talk, and keep Zoom
open while waiting to give your talk. Here is a link to a talk of mine that
was setup this way: ZoomTalkWithSlides. One of my mistakes here was
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that I did not have an image of myself displayed by Zoom sitting just below
my camera, as I recommend you should do. Thus I often appear to have my
eyes closed, because of where the screen I was watching was located.
I wish you great success with your next virtual talk.
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